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An Illustrated Fern Flora of West Himalaya, Volume I, by S. P. Khullar

1994. International Book Distributors, 9/3, Rajpur Road, Dehra Dun—248001,

India. ISBN 81-7089-136-1. [Price unknown] 506 pp.

The flora consists of approximately 325 fern species from the western Him-

alayas of India and Pakistan, (72°-81°E Long.). Vol. I treats 169 species, 4 va-
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to read, and arranged in conjunction with 168 plates of line drawings, xero-

graphic halftones, or silhouettes. The absence of halftone photographic images

makes
hamp

Dtions are excellent; particularly helpful are the boldf

s. The keys to families, genera, species or varieties are c

manner, facilitating their use. Synonymy, chromosome
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many researchers are noted tor their gracious assisianct

the work as a "humble beginning"; it is much more than

contribution that makes a complete fern flora of India cl

H. Peck, Department of Biology, University of Arkansas

University Ave., Little Rock, AR 72204.
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Die Moos- und Farnpflazen Europas, by W. Prey, J.-P. Frahm, E. Fischer, and

W. Lobin. 1995. Gustav Fischer Verlag, NewYork. ISBN 3-437-30756-8. [Price

unknown] 426 pp. In German.

This handy little book contains excellent illustrations and keys to the bryo-

phytes and pteridophytes of Europe. The geographic coverage extends east-

ward to the Urals, southward to the Bosporus, and attendant oceanic islands

of a convential definition of Europe. The illustrations are precise, stippled.
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and diagnostic. The keys are set as flush-left, paired couplets, a manner com
mon in zoologv and a oractice more botanists need to acouire.

are Eberhard
Wolfram Lobin have prepared an excellent means to identify

:uh groups through judicious comparative figures and characters

pinnules. Whenspore surface features are required, as with the q
llustrations provided are of such quality as to complement the

e keys. The taxonomic treatment is renlete with hybrids, subsr

much
variation

and
phytes, as they are treated equally well. It also contains a list of checklists and

combines
separate

phabetic checklist for each group. The volume is hardbound,
ed, and will be of service in the field. This title is most ser
recommended.—James H. Peck, Department of Biology, Univer^
at Little Rock, 2801 S, University Ave., Little Rock, AR 72204.


